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PLEASE READ BEFORE OPERATION!

* Tools recommended as below: (Not included)
Adhesives: Paints; Side Cutters; Sharp Edged Pliers; Modeling Knife; Modeling

File; Nippers; Drill; Scissors; Sand Paper; Soft Cloth; Cyanoacrylate Glue.
* Make sure to read this instruction listed below before assembling.
* The kit contains the small parts, they can be dangerous if swallowed by mistake,
so keep them away from reach of children.

* Cut the all parts off carefully and remove the waste parts Into the garbage can.
* More caution and care should be needed for cutting and handling the photo
etched parts.

* Make attention that some parts should be attached the decal when assembled.
* During assembling, please tear up and throw away the plastic bags, or may cause

the dangerous if wearing over head by children's mistake.
* When using the adhesives and paints, please do not use them in the closed room
or near the fire, also must be very careful to protect your eyes,face and clothes.

* Adult supervised when assembled by children under 14 years old.
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The method to apply the decals

1 .Cut off the decal from the decgl paper and put it into the warm water 40 C for 10
Seconds

2.T8ke the decal from the water and put it on a piece of dean cloth,
3 Remove the decal slowly from the paper to the targeted location by a
4.Use a piece of dry and soft cloth to press it gently on the decal until it getting dry
and no bubble existing.
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MARKING & PAINTING

UH-IF Huey
UH-IF ta—i HBUH-iF

UH-1F37THARRS, Ellsworth A.F.B, 1979.
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MARKING & PAINTING

UH-IF Huey
UH-IF Ujt—^ HEUH-iF

UH-1Fofthe 58th Tactical Training Wing, Luke AFB. 1976.
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